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Total control over your corporate information
PelionTech pioneered the Document Manager in the year 2005 and continues to produce leading
edge ERP/MRP solutions to users emphasizing on practical solutions for practical use. By re-evaluating a
new generation of user requirements, PelionTech has taken ERP MRP to the next level in work flow
efficiency. Every level of users has easy access to simple elegant software interface. Each module provides
comprehensive, stable and fast data entry and work flow control that meet all occasions and possibilities
unmatched by any competitor.
With the leading edge Document Search Engine, users are now able to retrieve documents in any
predetermined searching method and order and also print document summaries directly or export to MS
Excel. Documents and workflow reports are now a mouse click away, realizing the age old dream of a single
push of button by managers. Supplementing the leading edge Document Manager and Search Engine is a
powerful GUI Manager. It allow custom configuration of user interface by administrators to suite individual
needs. For the first time, managers and system administrators have full control over everything on the
screen.

Document Search Engine

Document Manager

With the latest technology in Document
Management, search your Orders and
documents in any manner possible.
With this powerful search engine, you can
produce countless preset reports or ad-hoc
reports on the fly.
The possibilities are
unlimited. Information is now truly one click
away.

The powerful Document
Manager allows a single type
of document to have multiple
series of document numbers.
And each series can be
designated to different group
of users. You may use any
numbering formats, digits,
prefix and suffix.
Each branch may have their own series of
Order number and each series consolidate at
the Head Quarters. You may have some
branches that can see orders at other
branches or certain branches. You may have
a department that can view orders only but
cannot edit. You may create a series just for
a sales occasion only, just like what you used
to do with order books. You may have a book
for entry of back orders during initial project
implementation. The possibility is endless.

•

•

GUI Manager
Hide or disable pages, edit boxes,
buttons or any other thing you see
on the screen. Make edit boxes
read only. Create different control
configurations for each group of
users. Choose different screen
presentations.

•

Now, the flexibility of web applications is made
available by PelionTech in the powerful and fast
Client Server database engine environment.

•

•

Sort by any predetermined field sequences
within the document. You may sort by Stock
Code, or by Document No. or by Date, or by
Date, then P.O. No., or even by Amount or
any other value that you entered in any
sequence that you prefer. Any sequence
can be set up within seconds.
Preset multiple column view sequences. Let
different group of people view different
columns. The most common would be
managers may view more information than
their staff.
Open lists of pre-selected groups of
documents such as Pending Delivery, WIP,
Approved, Draft etc.
Create you own
selections online.
Fine tune your selected list with more search
criteria. Search by, Document No, Name,
Starting Date, Ending Date, Amount etc.
Create you own search criteria on the fly.
Print a summary of this selection or export to
excel.
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Unrivaled Innovation in Software Design
PelionTech innovate ERP and MRP software design further by supplementing the leading edge
Document Search Engine with a powerful Work Flow Engine and Business Process Manager. By incorporating
workflow and business requirements into conventional ERP/MRP software solutions, PelionTech makes
them truly fit to your organization structure and complements your workflow and market advantage.
Configuration Manager and Query Manager take that further by pre-configuring these business
requirements, rules and regulations for each individual, group, department and organization. Making
information available only to the desired people, presented in the manner desired by these people,
processed by their requirements.
With the Log Manager and Document Notes, Managers are now able to streamline system usage with
work flow and keep track of it. Tracing the documents as it flows through the organization. Together with
other customization supplements, PelionTech has made ERP/MRP solutions fit to your requirement and not
vise versa.

Work-Flow Engine

Configuration Manager

Now, workflow is built into the document
system. Track your documents as it goes
through different stages of process. Limit the
access and control data entry during the
workflow. Configure different document flows
and Business Logics. Documents can be
routed according to business requirements.
Build different document routes within the
organization. Take notes on each step of the
work flow. Pass instructions to other staff
along the work flow chain. Together with the
configuration Manager, document flow can be
joined together in any work flow sequence to
form a document chain. Multiple marketing
companies can be linked to a single
warehouse management. No more back to
back billing and stock entries.

Eliminate data entry errors by pre-configured
document values for each group of users. Set
security, data verification, preset values, read
only, error checking, authority blocking etc.,
within the Configuration Manager. Turn on/off
rules and conditions. Select document flow.
Switch on/off buttons. Tailor fit your business
requirements. All these can be achieved without
further software programming.

Query Manager
Control how data is retrieved from the server.
Change the selection criteria. Hide different sets
of record for different group of users. You can
do this with the query manage, minus the
complexity of managing a Database server.
Enable or disable built in software features with
this powerful query manager. Set information
retrieval criteria, limit document views, pre-select
documents, set administration and maintenance
conditions. The possibilities are endless.

Business Process Manager
Business Processes can be scheduled
according to work flow.
Configure the
business processes to run at any intervals,
such as Statement Closing, Credit Control,
Store
Closing,
Branch
Document
Submission, Front Office/Operation to Back
Office Synchronization etc. Cut-off time can
now be dynamically changed according to
business needs and growth.
Business rules such as credit control, data
flow, etc. can be built into the business
processes.
This makes the system
intelligent,
self
monitoring
and
self
processing.

Log Manager and Document Notes
A log entry is kept for each action taken on the
document. Trace the history of actions as it
goes through the workflow. Know who added or
canceled what and when. Add notes yourself
during the different level of work flow. System
changes to the document are also reflected in
the log. The log is easily retrieved at a single
click on the document.
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Bigger Picture, Smaller Investment
PelionTech has achieved a truly remarkable quantum leap in ERP/MRP software design since the
year 2005. PelionTech takes a top down approach in redesigning the ERP / MRP software. By looking at
software requirements at totality and from a bigger and broader view, PelionTech takes modular software
design to the next level. With the new Modulo Engine, users can now economically deploy the software
modules by workflow. Thus minimizing software acquisition and maintenance cost especially at branch level.
Another unrivaled power of this solution is the Consolidation Server. While other rivals are
consolidating data from branches, and producing consolidated summary reports etc. PelionTech has taken
this a step further. Documents from multiple entities can be consolidated into a single pool. Users now have
a real-time consolidated view of their corporate data from anywhere in the world right down to the details of a
single transaction. Processing can also be done in a consolidated effort and dispersed dynamically to
individual entities.

Consolidation Server

Modulo Engine
Radix is built from scratch in a modular
structure, piece by piece. Like a big puzzle,
the pieces fit together seamlessly to form a
powerful software machine. Users can select
which piece is required by their organization
and add more pieces as the need arises. The
software can also be implemented separately
and many features of the software can be
easily customized separately, later joined
together in the final integration effort.
This modularity reduces the cost of ownership
by the user.
Maintenance and system
upgrades can also be done on a staggered
and modular approach, further reducing the
total cost of ownership.

The Consolidation Server allows documents
from multiple entities to consolidate into a
single pool. Sales from branches or sister
companies can be consolidated to a single
warehouse or multiple warehouses. Thus
realizing the dream of many managers to
manage distribution within a group of
branches or sister companies. Delivery can
be diverted to other locations at a click of a
single button. You may also deliver on behalf
of clients. Cross entity delivery, invoicing,
purchasing is automatically managed by the
system.
Finally, all the sales and bills are consolidated
at the financial level at the headquarters.

DataPro TM
DataPro

API Linkages
API Linkage enables you to link to any third
party financial, accounting or any other
software available in the market.

Customization
The system can be customized further at user
request due to its modular nature.

a
powerful
database
administration tool is also available at option
to give the administrator an extra boost in
productivity. All the functions you need to
monitor, update and process the databases is
built into the Tool, giving you total control over
the databases.

Open Source
Document Form formats and other sub
components are available through our open
source support. User can be re-program the
sub components to their own requirements,
further increasing the adaptability of the
solution and reducing the cost of ownership.
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